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MEStWIC AND RELATIVISTIC EFFECTS IN THE NUCLEAR ELECTRO?LAGSETICINTERACTION*
J. L. Friar
Theoretical Division, LOS Alamos Scientific Laboratory
University of California, Ims Alamos, Yew Mexico 87545/U5A
It is very convenient to divide the subject of mesonic effects in nuclei into two
separate categories:
Of relativistic

order.

eifects which are basically nonrelativistic and those which are
1
This only makea sense if a nucleus is a weakly bound systcm

of nucleons, with characteristic ve’.octtiesthat are elow ccmpared to the speed of
light.

Fortunately this is true, since v/c is p/X, where p is a typical momentum

(1OO-2OO MeV/c) and M is the nucleon mass,

Thus (v/c)2, which characterizes relativ-

istic corrections, ie typically l-few percent and dimensionally will bc reckoned ma
llFf2. Because a nucleus is weakly bound, the potential V and kinetic energy T(-l/M)
arc roughly equal and opposite, so we count V as order (l/M).
(CI(l))and current (~(~)) operators cm

Similarly, the charge

be expanded in powers of l/M, aa shown in

Fig. 1.
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Relativistic classification of chargu and current operators.
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The nonrelativistic charge operntor P. is of ordrr (1/}1), while the rel~!tivlstic
2
corrections arc order (1/tl) and arc of two types: kirwtic (APO), nnd potcntialdepcndent (Aoex) of the two-body (or n-body) meson exchnngc CYPL,. The electrom~gnctir
‘apfn-orbit interaction, which generates the fine structure splittin~ in the hydror.cn
2,3
atom, f~ ?n example of onc contribution
to APO. The nonrel:lttvistlccurrent is of
“order (l/M), ~hile the first correction is of order
rent.

itself IWIGtwo components:

(1/)1)3.

The nonrelativistic cur-

the ordinary convection and spin ma~nctizat 1011 cur-

rentH, denoted Id, and the static meson exchange cu~rcnts or ordr.rV(-l/tl),denoted
“+
J
The latter nrr ab~olutely necc~snry if charged mcsom p.~~ricipnt,l
In tlw Xcnests
c%”
of the nuclear force. Thim follnwe frwrnthw current continuity equ~tion
?.3(;) = - i[H,P(l)]
where H(m T + V) is the nuclear Hamlltonian.

,

(1)

Static (lociIl)potcntlillsd~,pcndonly on

coordinates, spins and ieonpins. Furthermore, the nonrclativ”.stlcchnrgc operator po
hcisthe form of a sum nvcr the nuclcnr protons

PO(3

-:

W2-)

)’3(;
.

;i)

,

(2)

2

a!;sumingpoint nucleons.

Any isoapin dependence in VO , the two-body, static potcn-

Y

tial between nucleons i and j, must have the form ; “T and this fails to commute with
:3, generating iaoapin factors of the form (;(1)

x~(j!)3.

claasical lsoapin dependence of meson exchange currents.

The latter form is the

Since the current ~. and the

usual kinetic energy term in H satisfy Eq. (1) by themselves, we are forced to introduce a two-body current, ;ex , which we call the exchange or interaction current, and
which aatiafies

t~ex(;)

= - i[v%o(;)]

(3)

Thus, current continuity and the isospin dependence of the nuclear force guarantae the
●xistence

of exchange ;urrents.

It ia an intractable problem to deduce the form of two-body currents using any
kind

of phenomenological approach.

For this reason exchange current calculations have

tended to follow the approach u6cd in ——
ah initio calculations of the nuclear force:
concentrate on single and multiple meson exchanges of the lightest mass, which generate the long-range parta of the potential.

Short-range parts of the potentiul are not

~underatood and are generally approached phenomenologically. Most exchange current
calculations have concentrated on one-pion-exchange, although single p- and u-meson
exchanges are common. Some work has also been performed on the two-pion-exchange
4
Some of the physical processes which contribute to the current in a twocurrents.
body system are shown in Fig. 2:

The impulse approximation la illustrated in (a),

with the blobs dcpictlng initial and final wave functions; the “pair” contribution ie
ahnwn in (b), while the gauge term needed for current conservation in some fundanentnl

fv-i @---j!=) ~
--h

(Y,TI)theories ie depicted in (c); the true exchange graph is shown in (d), while the
recoil graph and disconnected graph
involving isobars and mencn decny

are shown in (e) and (f); three contrihutkms
are illustrated in (g), (h), and (i).
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Time-ordered Feynman diagrams which crmtributu to exchange curruntm.

3

The recoil and disconnected graphs have been the subject of much controverfiyand will
be diacusaerlla:er.

In these figures the cross

represents the elec.crornagnctic
inter-

action ard the dashed line depfcta any meson exchange.
The impulse graph la the usual amplitude of the fomntflfili ), where 6 ia a aum
of one-body operators, and is generally the moat Important contribution to any process.
Thepairproceaa

ia usually the second most important process.

For the yt-model of

“coupling piona to nucleons it generates large iaovector, static currents; in the
YUy5-model of ~-nucleoncoupling, the pair term ia small, but Lhe gauge term of Fig.
2C ia identical to it. The identity is the result of a powerful (although npproxiraete)theorem known aa the equivalence (of the two couplings) theorem.5 Both diagrams
will be referred to aa “seagull” diagrams.

The true exchange graph alsc produces a

substantial static Isovector contribution. Somewhat leas important are the isob:lr
diagrams; they will be discussed by Professor Wcber and T will have.little to
aay about them or the (Prry)-and (w~)-contributions illustrated in Fig. (21).
What Isthcevidencc

for meson exchange currents in the nuclear electromagnetic

interaction? The classical test for exchange currents is provided by comparing cxprrimCntnl magnt?tiCmOtIIentE
with impUISe approximation CalCUhItiL)na. Because structwre
effects are difficult to calculate in many-body systems, the two- and three-body
systems provide the be~t tests. The simplest systcm is the rlcutcron;its magnetic
1
moment, expresacd in nuclear magnetons, is given by the expression
03
‘D=Us-~pD

(4)
($

- 1’2) + ““D - 0“857’

o
o u + Un = 0.8796 la the isoscalnr nucleon magnetic momrllt,PD is Lhr
a
P
perccntngc D-state of the dcuteron and L]IDis the contrll,utiouof all tlIemeson cx-

where

u

change and relativist,: corrections. The first ohscrvation f.sthat rwn if P nnd
D
ApD were zero, the discrepancy would be small, approxirmtvly 2 1/2 percent. Assuming
P _ 3.9 percent; this would hc tI (doubly) dancrrous a:jsumiltl{”n,
Au; - 0 yiclllr.r
howD
ever, since AI.ID
is not zero md FD is Incxtrlcnbly llnkcd to AVD in a w,tythat wc will
diacustilater.

thu sizr of tlw dtscrcpBoth PD tnwfA]IDarc uncort.nin. NevcrLh~,les::,

ancy is typical of both Ifioscnlnrrnesonicnnd rc,lativlstlccorruptions.
3
A better cxnmplc of the kind we arc looking for is provlrlcdhy LIVS 1[,’-311
system~’7

Its mngnetic moments may be decomposed into

l~()~ci~ltir

OIIJ

isovectmr

components:
- 2P(r))(p~- 1/2) +AHn
Ua = U,,e+ 11,,-11:

Vv - %

- p“=

=

o.f152((.xp.)
o ~12 , “1,,~th,,,,ryl(5)
1.

-5.106 (vxp.)
I-4.280
t .07LI(theory)

(6)

The theurvtlcal numbers were cnlculatrd using impulse nppro::lmntiorr
and .n!]tiuuing
ru:lof thu thrvr-body W~IV@fllncsonable numher~ for the.amounts of th sm~ll c~mp~~n~’ntl~
8
Errors were gcneratvd rmsuming a ?22 uwc,,rtalntyIn P(D), thv !.oL’;I1
nmount of
tion.

1)-~tutcin the trfllucleon. The Inoscalar .ndgneticinom~ntformul:lto m,ilrly

LIIIS s:lm~

4

as the corresponding dcutcron equation. A 52 discrepancy exists in Pa, but this ia
considerably 6mellcr than the 16Z discrepancy In the isovector moment.

Cslculntions7

estimate the contributions of the pion acagull and exchange graphs and the isobar
graphs

to be -(0.8-1.0), which are aufficicnt to bring ~he isoveccor calculation

close to experiment. The isobars arc quite important.
fiternatively, we can look

3
Fig. 3 shows the magnetic form factors of Hc and 3H.
dashed and solid curves shows the importance of the
approximation, wile

3
He and 3H.

at the magnetic moment distribution~in

The difference between the

trinucleon D-atnte to the impulse
The latter

che d:shed-dot curve includes exchange currents.

effect is rather dramatic, although the sensitivity of the impulse approxhnation to
the details of the wave function mokes this procc~a less than perfect evidence for
mesonic currents.
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He and 3H magnetic form factors vs. ❑ omentum trnnsfcr.

The heal evidence frw exchange currcnta is not static magnetic moments, but rather
transition magnetic momenta.

Fldirttivecapture of thrmnml ncutrona on protons proceeds

from the lSO two-nucleon state (d*) to the dcuteron ground ntnte via an H], i~ovcctor
photon.

The experimental crona eectlon la 334.2 * 0.5 ml], while impulse approximation

calculations catimate 302.5 t 4 mb.

This 10Z discrepancy had cxiated for many ycare,

until Risks mid Brovng calculated the seagull, exchnnge, n,~disobnr contributions and
found that the fltst
cross section.
the dudnant

.

two accounted

for

6 1/2% and the latter

for

2-3% of

the ml~ging

Although cxchnnge currents hnd long been thought to be the culprit,

aca~ull contribution, aatoniuhinRly, had bem

owrlookcd.

5

Even more convincing evidence of exchange currents is provided by the inverse
10 ●
y + d + d*, with the virtual photon (y*) provided by an electron scatreaction,
tered through 180° in order to isolate the transverse (Ml) components of the interaction.

The photon has low energy, typically a few NeV, in order to suppress the

large p-wave electrodisintegration process, but it may have arbitrary mmentum.

The

experimental cross sections are ahown in Fig. 4, compared to an impulse approximation
11
baaed on pion-exchange currents only (T) and
calculation and separate calculation
on all contributions Including isobars (N*). There ia little reaaon to choose between
the latter two calculations in comparison with the data.

This reaction, with its

factor of 10 between impulse approximation and exchange current contributions, is the
most graphic evidence for the latter phenomena.

It offers only limited evidence for

isobar contributions, however.
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Elcctro-ctccitationcross acction for d + d*(lSO) vs. momentum transfer.

of
The remaining physical procesR we will mention is the thr(~c-bodyW,I1O[,LIL!
3
II. This Is also an N] procc!::~,

thermal n-p capture, namely, thermal n-d capture to

but la greatly ~upprctwed compilredto n-p rapture, as shown by Schlff]? many ywlr,
3
ago.
A selection rulu eliminates the domiuant s-wave component of the 1{w~Ivt,
function nnd tne impulse approximation prweecs

through amull component

of the !i.wII
func-

tion generated by the differwwr

of the n-n nnd n-p forcus. The rxperln!enti!l
cross
13
,section is 0.65 i .05 rob,whJlv impulse approximation
IH estlmatcd to bc 0.30 mh;
a complete cnlculution including rxchnnge curruntq yirlds 0.52 ml). In vlrw of tll~,
uncertainty that surrounds Smilllcomponents OF wave functions, this is sntlsfnrfory
agreement.

Hopefully, more work on thi~ interesting nn.1dlfficwlr prucrss wII1 11P

forthcoming, including low onercy Ml clcctro-excitation

of

the tri-nuc.leonsystvm.

6

Although the (roughly) 10% isovector corrections we have examined appear small,
they are suppressed because the impulse approxi.rmtionresults are unnaturally large.
The isovector magnetic moment of the nucleon, D:, is 4.7, an enormous enhancement
relative to 1 being produced by large isovector “currents” inside the nucleon.

Since

the iaovector spin magnetization operator in a nucleus is proportional to ~~, a 10%
exchange current correction in a magnetic process is actually a 50% effect relative
The nonrelativistic impulse and exchange current co~tri-

to “bare” nucleon currents.

butions are roughly comparable if we neglect the nucleons’ anomalous magnetic moments.
The credible evidence for exchange currents pres<nted above has been largely confined to isovector, static currents corresponding to one-pion-exchange. What ahout
heavier meson exchanges? They obviously contribute; unfortunately thve
uncertainties about calculational details than for pions.

are more

In addition, even in the

pion case, there are unknown form factors which can substantially affect the short-

..

range psrt of the exchange operators.‘~

Almost every calculation, either implicitly

or explicitly, makes use of the fact that short--rangeoperators are suppressed by the
strong repulsion built into the nucleon-nucleon potential for small separation. A
typical schematic potential is illustrated below with the corresponding deutcron wave
function, clearly depicting the “I1oIc”caused by the repulsion. The hole is one reason that contributions from

p,

m,

and otllormesons to exchange currents are suppressed.

It is fair to state that the interior rc

In of

the potential is not understood at all,

and L,.3ttileuse of local potentials wit:.soft or hard cores is phenomeno]ogy based on
expediency.

Consequently, there is a fair amount of uncertainty even in the stat~c

calculat+ms.

C

M

d

P:

+(r

E

-r

FIG. 5. Schematic depiction of two-nucleon potential, V, =nd deutcron wave function,$.
We summarize this r,ectionby making the following ——.
observaticws:

(1) The stat[c,

nonrelatfvistic isovector exchange currents are needed to explain discrepancies of the
order of 10% in various magnetic processes.

(2) The corresponding exchange current

operatora are fairly well-defined and unambiguous, except for unmeasured strong interaction form factors.

(3) Wave function and nucleon-nucleon potential uncertainties

still plague us, but calculations are reasonably reliable.
Recommendations: (1) Not LOO much att:nticm should be paid to the liistfewY. of
—.—.
the 10% isovector discrf.panties. In nrlditionto the wave function nid form factor

7

uncertainties, relativistic effects can also contribute at the level of a few percent
of the impl2se approximation.
Although the agreement of experiment and theory for the nonrclativistic, isovector processes is impressive, no such agreement exists for relativistic corrections.
Indeed, there ia little agreement between theorists and, as we w1ll SCC. no comparison
between theory and experiment is possible in many instances. Nevertheless, very substantial theorcticnl progress has been made in the past half dozen years.

We will

describe briefly the most important fe]tures of relat~vistic calculatinn%or more
precisely, calculations that include (v/c)z corrections, which we will denote
“re].ativistic”.
15
14
:1,1
s
and his collaborator Krajcik
An impressive serica of papers by Foldy
detailed many of the dynamical constraint

that a many-body system must satisfy in

order that the constraints of relativity be satisfied.
if

One obvious constraint is that
.2 1/2
the energy of a system is R in its center-of-mass frme, it must be (~z + N )

In a general frame, when the system has nomentun ~.

Foldy ahowed that, to order

(V/C)2, this condition implied thut the wave function in the general franc must have
the form
~“

expressed in terms of
wave function $..

(1 -

ix(;))$oci~”~

the usual coordinate and mmcntum

(7)
varirrblcsand the rest frame

The function x can bc further split into a kinc’lc part, XO, and a

potential-dependent port, ~.

The former func:imr is completely sprcificd, while the

latter ia not unique, dcpencllrrc
explicitly on the particular dynamics of tll@system.
is the primary mechanism by which the variou~ phcnomerm of specinl
3
relativity such as Lorentz contrnccion and the Thomas precession enter into calculaThe function ~

tions of motrix elementn.

The Lorentz contraction term in )’.,nnrltllrfact thnt the

contraction in different in the initial and final states of a systcm t.rt,ckby nn
5
electron, arc sufficient to show that thu usual nonrcl:.ttvisticcharge f~~rmfacLor
-,
7
+2
‘of the av cm, F(q ), sho(!ldbe replaced approximately by F(q ), whcrr q :Indq arc LhLthree- and four-nomentum transfer. T%ls is illustrated below.

Althou@

ruplarin~ F

by q2 is usually done in nn —
od -—
hnc manner, it is immensely satisfying,that the r~@chcvt,ry
anism for this is now understood. An obvious corollary of this argument is thnt —-—
rclntlviatic formalism contnins XO, either implicitly or explicitly.
is that Xv can be diffcrrmt for every formalism.

FIG.

6. Schcmstlc Loruntz contract~.oneffect on n mk:leu~.

A compltc:ltion

Although Foldy’s work centered on relativistic constraints, a large body of work
has adopted the Bethe-Salpetcr equation as its starting point and haa “mapped” this
four-dimensional equ~tion into a three-dimensional equation, called a quasipotential
17
Unfortunately, an infinite number of
equation or a Blankenbecler-Sugar reduction.
vaya of accomplishing this mapping are possible. The basic probl.cmis eaaily stated
by examining the propagator for exchanging a single meson of maaa m and four-momentum
q - (q”.~) in any Fey-n
diagram: V/(~2-q~ + m2). Ignoring the unimportant vertex
factor V, we aee that the ~2 + m2 term, which has the familiar Yukawa form in coordinate Space, is modified by a relative energy variable, which has no nonrelntivistic
analoguti. This variable rannot simply be throvn away.

A variety of prracriptions

exist for eliminating q. in favor of other quantities. The best known of the quaai18
potential methods is that of Franz Groea.
Another problem is that many of these formalisms generate an effective twonucleon potential V(E) which depends on the total energy E, as well as the momentum.
Momentum-dependent potentials are

messy but present no conceptual problems.

In fact,

relativity -—
demands a momentum-dependent potential. Energy-dependence, on the other
hand, requtres a taeriousreexamination of the common theorems of quantum mechanica.
In particular, if we pnsit a Hgmiltonian Ho + Et’, where 1’ ia the (Hermitian) energydependent potential component and Ho (also Het-mitian)contains the energy-independent
component, the usual derivation of wave function orthogonzlity produces

$);(l+v’)$i=

(Ef-Ei

(0)

O

using .
(HO+Ef ~~)$f,i = Ef,i$f,i
P

.

(9)

Although there are (justifiable) reasrma of expediency for introducing energydcpendcncc in V, the price

we pay is a redefinition of the wave function orthogonality

condition. Another problem i~ that $2 no longer has a clear interpretation aG the
16
probability density. One easy way to eliminate the problem
is to definc~~
as the “propPr” wave function. Ncvcrthelcss, every internally conslgtent formaliarr
“knows” lf the effective potential is energy-dependent and will generate tr.~nsition
operators (e.g. the charge operator) containing V’ in order to preseme

orttogonality.1

Th.s is the origin of the recoil graph which has be~n controversial for a number af
yeara.

The ——
static

limit of thla contribution is the V’-term we introduce4 above; it

ia present in most perturbation theory expansion
sn energy-dependent potential.

becnuse these expansions generate

It is therefore not possible to say that a recoil

contribution is correct or incorrect.

If the formalism generate~ such a contribution

bccauae the corresponding potential ia cnc!rgy-dependenL,it is incorrect to substitute
an energy-independent potential and keep the recoil graph.
been done in the past.

Unfortunately this h~a

It would be just as incorrect to drop the utatic recoil graph,

vhen using an cne~-gy-dependentpotential, however.
In our opinion, an energy-dependent potential la a aerio~a technical defect.

9

Others agre~ with this assessment, and a variety of formalisms hmc

been dcvclopcd to

elimirlatesuch a dcpendcncz; all have a vanishing rccoll graph in the btaLic limit.
Several of these mcthoda are: (1) the renorr~lization method that I USC,19 uhlch is
20
analogoua to the renormalization technique of field theory; (2) the FST mctllod used
21
22
by Carl and Hyuga;
(4) the qunsl(3) tllcfolded diagram method of t4ikkclJahnson;
18
potent~al method of Franz Cross
for one-boson-exchange potentials. The resolution
of the recoil graph problem, as it existed for the nuclear charge operator, was
19
24
originally demonstrated
using tcchniquc 1. k’~loshyn then showed that Gross’s
formalism dots not need a (static) recoil grdph.
calculation using the FST methnd.

titer Carl nnd llyufyrepeated our

The staLic recoil grap!lcancels autonluLicallyusing

the folding method.
Another problcm RISO affecLs the construction of three-dimensional equations;
thi= is potentially more aerinus, and cert~inly more confusing, than any of the problems listed above. In the first complctc treatacnt of the (v/c)2 onc-pion-exchan~e
19
contributions to the Iaoscalar charEn operator, it was polnLud out
that different
methods of ca]culntlng the non-static parts of the various graphs gave different rcaulta.

In addition, the corrusponrllngpotm-ttialswere calculated from

the d?aconnected graphs and were found to be slightly different in —.—
nnn-static terms.

It waa demonstrated that the act of different Familtonians and corresponding charge
operators vorc unitarily @valrnt.

Ttls gua~antecs that matrix elcncnts calculated

using the various sets of operators were ide:-.tical.TIM,values of the quadrupolr or
magnetic moments must be the same, for example.

The unitary transformation which

connectcrlthe different rrpresrmtations is the mechanism by which the rquivalcnce
5
24
theorem in a nucleus is proven.
This transfonn:ltionhas onc remarkable property:
it can change the percentage D-state of the dcutcron, PD.

This is not particularly

difficult to visualize, since the t~i,nsfonn~tioncontains a tensor oprrator which can
chan~e S-state wave function components into D-state components. At the samr time it
chang~,sthe anount of exchange currents.

For isnscalar syst.!msit is even possiblr

to choose the exchange partn of Lhc charge oprrator to bc ——.
zero. Sinc[.thcrt!is no
phyaica in a unitary transformation (it Is a cmtl]emnticaltool] it follows that it is
impossible to measure Pp or the amount of exchange currents.
interest

The~c

qufint[tics
arc of

cnly to the theoretician.

Somewhat lntcr another unitary cquivalcnco was dLscovcrcd5 which is r(!]atcdLO
9
the way retardation of the meson-cx:hange.potential is hnndlcd (i.r. tlw q~-1.crmin
the meson propagator we examined earlier). This equivulrnce was dlscovrrtw’lndepend22
ently by M. Johnson
using his folded diagram method. WV wish to state cntcgorlrally
that it la not possible to reliably calcul.atc(v/c)2-corr~>ctionsto matrix elements
unless both operator~ —
and wave function~ are calculutcd to this order. Thit paint
23
has been stressed by Uoloahyn
and the author. Unfortunately none of the calcwl.ltlons which have been performed on exchan~

contributions to charge and i::oscalnr

current operators have calculntcd the wnve function effect; the wave functions thry

10

used co:respondcd LO —..
none of the representations which are correct. At the level of
reliability of these calculations, they could have chosen to moke the answer zero.
25
was made when it was shown that the FST, folded
Recently, a substantial advance
diagram, Gross quasipotential, and the author’s renormalization methods gave identical
‘one-boson-cxchangc rcaults for the dcuteron charge form factor. These methods generate
results in a wide variety of different representations.
were converted to a common representation

Itwas only when the results

the eq:livalencecould be proven,

Lhat

We

emphasize that matrix elements, not operators, are physical quantities.
After this litany of problems associated with calculations of relativistic
exchange phenomena, is it reasonnblc to assume that there exists definitive cvidencc
of

rclativiatic exchange contributions to charge or current operators?

In nuclear physical

Certainly not

The best evidence for such relativistic phenomena comes from

atomic physics, where the ambiguities we discussed have been known for a long time and
a consensus hss been reached on how to handle them. There are interaction current6 in
atomic physics

(exchange currents caused by photan exchange) that are identical in

origin to certain of the isoscalar meson-exchanze currents which contribute to the
deuteron.

In Helium-like atoms, which hsvc two electrons and a nucleus with arbitrary

charge Z, there are several transitions which are forbidden to occur in che unretarded,
nonrelativisLic limit.

The low-lying states of such an atom are shown schematically

below.
2’PI

23P2
23Pl(ls2p)

JL”:I+’,

23P0

-------

23s,

Lomb Shift
--– L ---

Low-Lying
States
Of Heli~m Like Ions

o

FIG. 7.

Low-lying states of Helium-like ions.

One of these special transitions occurs from the

3
S1 state to the lSO ground state.

Relativistic corrections dominate the transition rate.

Roughly hnlf of the total

rate is due to an intcrnction current which has been calculated by a method almost
20
identical to the author’s method of calculating exchange current~.
The.figure below illustrates how well experiment and theory agree.
flip

Another

example

in the spin-

3P1-1SO E1-p;ocesa, which proceeds through relativistic co:rcctlons to the ueual

nonrelativlstic operators —
and through relativistic compucents of the wave functioqu27,28
As we stated enrlicr, both operators and wave functions must be
calculated to the same accuracy in order to obtain a rclrahle result.
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Inclusions:
theories.

ratiLl

aFpro;]rfaLt,

to the

3

S, to lSfi
J
u

(1) Many “nmbiguLtles” F:”iStwhich are a feature of relativistic

lhesc ambiguitLcs conp]lcate calculations, but a-e tractable.

(2)

No

evidence of relativistic exchange currc~ts exists in nuclear physics, altho~gllRood
evidcncc exists in atomic physics.
Reconrnendatio~~: (1)
et’fects

It serves nu useful purpose to cclculatu relativistic
f;> tlorcerfort should

without a corrr.spondtngtrcatmrnt of we~-efunctions.

be spent investigating the properties of quasip~tcntizl equations and other methods
for performing rclntlvistlc ca?culatlonb.

(3)

Semipllcname.lologiccl
nuclunn-nuclroll

forces thnt include all nnn-stntic relativistic effL,ctsof order (v/c)2 shOIJldbe
developed and used to inv.!stigatcIwwcalar cxchanEe effects.
●

This work vac performed under the auspices of the U. S. Department of EnurCy.
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Conclusions:
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include
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